TRAINING & E-LEARNING
LOCALIZATION

Expanding your business to foreign markets and need to train your new employees and
clients? Designed a new e-Learning program and want to make sure it resonates with
your multilingual audience? Commit Global can help you adapt your training and
e-Learning material, making sure it is culturally appropriate for the target audience.
Simple text, PowerPoint presentations or voice-over: whatever your needs may be, our
team of experienced linguists can help enhance the effectiveness of your program and
get the maximum out of your training investment.

THE RIGHT TOOLS

SELECTED RESOURCES

Commit Global uses industry-leading multimedia localization and project/workflow management tools that drive down costs, maintain consistency, streamline processes and
preserve language assets for future use. We
use the latest technologies and software to
ensure your final product is up-to-date with
the most recent authoring programs and
trends. We take care of your multimedia content localization while you are in total control
at every project stage.

Because of the specialized nature of e-Learning and training projects, Commit Global uses
only professional linguists, subtitlers and
engineers to fully meet our client’s most
complex localization needs. Our resources
are carefully selected, are native to the target
language and have substantial experience in
e-Learning localization. Also, if your project
requires voice-over services, then we offer
professional voice over talents/actors in more
than 50 languages. We will find and suggest
the most suitable voices to guarantee your
video project will be a success.

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
E-Learning and Training localization is a complex procedure that requires the coordination of various tasks and resources. Our
in-house teams consist of project coordinators, project managers and linguists that
have been trained, working and acquiring
experience in the e-Learning and Training
localization field and are able to deeply
understand the linguistic issues and the technical challenges of your e-Learning projects.
Also, Commit Global is certified according to
ISO 9001, 17100, 13485 and 27001 applying
strict QA procedures during everyday work.

PROJECT EXPERTISE
• e-Learning Courseware Localization
• Rich Media Presentations
• Subtitle Creation/Translation
• Voice-Over
• Art, Graphics and Animation
localization
• Website localization
• Software localization
• e-Learning Quality Assurance/Testing

www.commit-global.com

